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Vesna Taverna Restaurant
Price:  USD 380.000

Location:  Simpson Bay

Bathrooms:  1

Lot size:  250 m2

Built up size:  250 m2

Vesna Taverna - French Cuisine with a twist For well over a decade 
this well known restaurant has opened it's door to the public with 
an interesting Greek, American and French cuisine kitchen. And it's 
positioned right in the heart of the action on the busy Airport Road 
in the Simpson Bay area with the Palapa Marina right behind her. It 
is a wonderful location to dine and unwind with the option to top 
up your evening with a dance or cocktail right next door or with 
other bars just on the other side of the bridge towards Philipsburg. 
On the other side, you are minutes away from the rural Maho and 
airstrip. With it's parking right in front you welcome any guests with 
ease as they step out of the car, right into the restaurant. Perfect 
for those rainy days. The restaurant hosts up to about 75 people 
when creative and always has a nice breeze going through because 
of the open shutters. There are various sizes tables right at the 
parking that give you a nice outside feel and see the traffic rushing 
past. Never a dull moment right there. The tables are evenly spread 
so you don't feel sitting on someone else lap when you are having a 
private conversation. If it's really busy you can always relax at the 
bar on the side of the restaurant. it's perfect to start off the day 
with a glass of prosecco or simply wait to be seated because your 
not going to be the only one dining at Vesna. The public knows 
where to find the establishment.  The Business comes with a fully 
equipped kitchen and restaurant interior. Please ask for a list and 
you will be provided with a summary of what's there. With all the 
financials up to date and very good relation ships with all the 
suppliers, you can't go wrong with this one. The Area as well as the 
clientele will give you the support to continue this success story. 
What do the current owners do? Breakfast Lunch Diner Do you 
need to do the same? No you don't, it's all up to you what you want 
to do when it's yours.  Global inventory list: Tables and chairs all 
bar equipment All coffee equipment Various fridges and freezers 
stoves and grills Even the staff will stay with you Call or e-mail me 
for more information on the amazing opportunity.
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